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Multi-Field Trial Differentiation
• EPA had been informing us for about a decade that we
needed to improve our trial independence when multiple
field trials within a study were assigned to one individual.
• A clover study submitted to EPA was rejected because
of the similarity of the trials conducted by one person.
• In 2012, IR-4 implemented the table of options that had
been negotiated with EPA in 2011 to differentiate trials.
• PMRA (Canada) objected to some of the particulars;
discussions are currently underway to make changes
that will be acceptable to both agencies (and also to
European regulators)

Multi-Field Trial Differentiation

Multi-Field Trial Differentiation
• You only need to fill out the differentiation
options table (6L) once per trial; it does not
need to be repeated for multiple applications.

Some 2013 FDB Updates
6C

The total for each row (time and measured output) must be entered.
The average for each row is now indicated as an optional entry. The
use of totals to calculate the sprayer output/second rather than
rounded averages will reduce rounding errors and also reduce the time
spent calibrating.
Nozzle/hopper Outlet Number Along Boom (see equipment diagram for nozzle numbers)
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Some 2013 FDB Updates
6C (airblast)

6C (airblast)

RUN

PRESSURE OR OTHER STANDARD SETTING UTILIZED IN CALIBRATION
(This has already been in the “regular” calibration 6C, and is now added
to the airblast version.)
The output columns in the table have been re-arranged so that they are
now in the order:
Initial Volume / Final Volume / Volume Discharged
(The final volume is subtracted from the initial volume to calculate the
volume discharged, which is then used to calculate the sprayer output.)
Side(s) of sprayer calibrated (from rear of unit)
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Some 2013 FDB Updates
6C

Was this a recheck of discharge calibration or a target output?
If yes, were results within 5% of original calibration or target output?
(Revised to acknowledge the acceptability of target outputs.)

6G (airblast)

PSI AT NOZZLES
(corrected from PSI AT BOOM, which does not apply to airblast sprayers)
*Please list any criteria that were used in this trial that are included in the
protocol but are not listed in the table in Part 6.L.2.
(Footnote added because there may be changes to the list of options in
the protocol that are made after the Field Data Books have been printed.
Also, some specialty crops have protocol options that are not included in
the general list in 6.L.2.)
A prompt (underlined blank space) has been added for the entry of the
SOP# used for freezer calibration and maintenance, if any has occurred.
Use separate forms if different samples from the same trial are going to
different destinations.
(The same form should not be used if some samples are going to one
analytical laboratory and other samples are going to a different laboratory
or to a processing facility.)

6L1

7E
8A

Some 2013 FDB Updates
8B

8B

8C

Footnote to table: Use the rate of the last application if different
applications had different rates assigned by the protocol. If there are
two active ingredients (a.i.) in the test substance, enter the rate of the
a.i. that is to be analyzed for that sample. (It is not necessary to enter
the rate of both a.i., since the lab that receives the sample will only be
analyzing for the residues of one a.i.) If the protocol does not indicate
the rates for each a.i., then contact the Study Director for guidance.
DESTINATION (do not enter more than one destination)
(The same form should not be used if some samples are going to one
analytical laboratory and other samples are going to a different
laboratory or to a processing facility.)
First entry prompt has been clarified to read:
Laboratory ID# (from Protocol Part 24 or amendment)

Unused FDB Pages
• If you are not using a particular page in the FDB
(for example, the speed calibration page if
speed is not a factor in the applications), then
please line out and initial/date the page—do not
remove the page from the book. (Otherwise,
we are uncertain if there is missing data.)
• For multiple applications, just one lined-out
page is enough to get the message across.
• Always calculate the actual rate applied for
every application.

Why we need those corrected pages sent
with your QA responses

• When the Study Director makes a revision to the
raw data, the support for that change must also be
in the raw data (FDB or correspondence) in
accordance with Good Laboratory Practices
• QA responses are not part of the raw data
• QA audits are not made available to EPA
inspectors
• If an EPA inspector comes across a change made
to the raw data by a Study Director that is
unsupported, we are in trouble

Estimated Dates
• My supervisor, Dr. Debbie Carpenter,
asked me to thank all of you who have
submitted your estimated dates for your
assigned field trials this year. These
estimates allow us to plan the laboratory
schedules and our targeted submission
dates.
• If there will be a significant delay in
completing your trial (2 months or more),
please submitted revised estimates.

Thank you for your participation!

